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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE:

This question booklet consists of 10 questions.

Answer all questions.

The full marks for each question or section are shown in the bracket at the end of the question
or section.

Al1 steps must be shown ciearly.

Only non-programmable scientific calculators can be used.

Numerical answers may be given in the form of fi, e, surd, fractions or up to three significant

figures, where appropriate, unless stated otherwise in the question.
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LIST OF MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE

For the quadratic equation ax) + bx * c = 0 :

.--bi'lT;*4ac
2a

For an arithmetic series:

Tn=o+(n-l)d

S, =!f2.a+(n-t)dl

For a geometric series:

T' = ar'-l

t.=ff 'r*1

Binomial erpansion:

-

(n\ (n\ ^ ^ /r,l\
ta - b)" = a" -1, 

)o'-'u 
+l2y'-'b' + ...+lrf' 'u' + ...+ b' ,

where neN *df')=-n!,
\'J (n - r)r. v1

(t + x)" =r+ nx -+.z *... *n(n -t)":(n - r +l) 
x' +... for lxl < r
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1 Dividing M(x)=r'* ax+b by (r+1) and G-t) givearemainderof -12 and

-16 respectively. Determine the vaiues of a and b.

16 marl<s)

2 Solve the equation

lnx- 3 
= -2.lnx

[6 marlrs]

3 Thequadraticequation x2+3mx+2=0 hasroots aand pwhere m isa

v constant. Form a quadratic equation with roots (" * F)' and (a - p)' interms

of m.

l7 marl<sl

4 The sum S, ofthe first rz terms ofan arithmetic progression is givenby

5,,= pr1*cytt. Thesumof thefirstfiveandtentermsare 40 and 155 respectively.

(.a) Frnd the values ol p and q.

13 marksl

(b) Hence, find the ruth term of the arithmetic progression and the values of the

first term, a and the common difference, d.

14 marlc;l
.-l7
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5 Solve the following inequalities.

a2ix- +,r - 4(a) _- . _>0.
2x- -3x-2

v

14 marl<sl

l*-r I(b) l^'l<2.
l.r + 31

[8 marks]

6 (a) Given two complex numbers Zr :2 + i and zz =I-ZL

(i) Express ,,t *l in the form x+ yi, where x and y are real
z)

numbers and iz is the conjugate of zr.

14 marksl

(ii) Hence, find the modulus of z,'+-l-.
z2

12 marksl

(b) Find the square roots of -3 + |i.
[6 marlrs]
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7 The following table shou,s the price (RM) per type of 0.5 kg cakes sold at the shops

P, Q and R together u'ith the total expenditure if a customer buys a number of each

type of cake tiom the listed shops.

Cake

Jl'pes
Shops

Banana Chocolate Vanilla

Total

Expenditure

aM)
P 5 8 5 36

a 4 6 6 30

R 5 9 1 40

Let the number of banana, chocolate and vanilla cakes bought from each shop be x,

.v and z respectively.

(a) Write the matrix equation AX : B using the above information.

11 marlc)

(b) Obtain the adjoint matrix of l. Hence, find the inverse of matrix ,4.

{8 marksl

(c) Determine the values of .r. -r, and z using the inverse matrix of ,,4 obtained

in (br.

l2 marksl

8 A polynomiat /G) = px3 *(p* q)*' +(p +2q) x +l has a factor (x+l).

(a) Express q in terms of p.

13 marks)

3

(b) Write /(x) in terms of p and x. Determine the quotient when f(r) t
divided by (x + 1).

l3 marlal

(c) Hence, find the value of p if x = 3 is one of the roots for "f(*)=0. Using

the value of p, factonze f (x) completely.

[5 marks]
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(a) Giventhat 1=0.015151515... = p+q+s+..., where p,q and s arethe
u

first three terms of geometric progression. If p = 0.015, state the value of q

and s in decimal form. Hence, find the value of u.

14 marlcs)

I

Find the expansion 
". (t-*)t * to the term x2. State the range of x

for which the expansion is valid. Show that 1/s- " : z(t-ii)i.rrr*r 
1/u z '\' rc) '

Hence, by substituting x :2, approximat " 
t,lT correct to four siguificant

figures.

19 marl<s)-

Y
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10 Thegraphof aquadratic function !=o)cz +bx+c, where a, b and c areconstants

passes through the points (- 2, -10), (1, 8) and (2,6).

(a) Obtain a system of linear equations to represent the given information.

12 marks)

O) Write the system of linear equations in the form of a matrix equation AX: B,

where

12 marks)

(c) Find the determinant of the matrix A.

[2 marks]

(d) By using the Cramer's Rule, solve the matrix equation.

17 marks)

(e) Hence. urite the quadratic function of the graph and determine whether the

graph has a masimum or minimum value.

[2 marks]

END OF QUESTION BOOKLET
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